AB 928: ASCCC is still accepting input on AB 928 online. Submit Input. AB 928 Draft from ICAS coming by May 2022 in order to provide time for vetting through the three systems which needs to be done by May 2023. Memo from ICAS should be coming out soon.

AB 1705: “Clean Up Language” on AB 705 was introduced at the end of January. Read the evolving AB 1705 text. ASCCC Communication sent out with updates to Department Chairs.

Program Mapper: Review of the maps is included in the Program Review process. Work with Pathways Counselors to review especially considering degree requirements, GE requirements, and schedule offerings. Consider Part-Time Maps. If MATH B70, B72, B75, or TECM B52 is listed, consider switching for MATH B26, MATH B27, and/or TECM B40.

High School Articulations: Curriculum Committee may want to revisit the process. Board Policy says the process should be Curriculum Committee approved. Students must use Credit by Examination process for the course to posted to a transcript. This is the only way CSUs and UCs will consider accepting the credit.

CSU Area F: CSU GE area F is effective for students beginning at a CCC or a CSU campus in fall 2021 and beyond. Students with continuous enrollment prior to fall 2021 may choose to complete the pre-fall 21 CSU GE pattern without Area F and with 9 units from at least two different disciplines completed in Area D. For purposes of area F, continuous enrollment is defined as attendance in at least one semester per calendar year at a CSU or California Community College or a combination of the two. See a counselor for details.

IGETC Area 7: Presented to ICAS last meeting and should mimic what is required for CSU GE Area F. When it is approved, all faculty will be emailed.

CSU GE/ IGETC 22-23: Still waiting for approvals/denials. 22-23 Catalog pages on GE will be updated when they are received along with the fillable forms for Counseling and Advising.

End of Year AO Curriculum Report: Will be sent out when CSU GE and IGETC approvals are received.

Respectfully submitted,

Erica Menchaca
Articulation Officer